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Chapter 6B: Energy Milestones: • • • • •



1927: Carbon emissions reached 1 billion tons a year 2008: ITER, a nuclear fusion power plant using non-polluting resources 2011: The first artificial leaf creating power thanks to photosynthesis is created 2013: Cost of solar panel and wind technology starts to decrease 2015: Renewable Revolution



Possible line of argument: How has energy evolved over the course of history? I. •



•



•



Vocabulary and definitions: • • • • •



Energy-efficient – Économique en énergie To curb pollution – Réduire la pollution Dam – Barrage Asbestos – Amiante Double-glazing window – Fenêtre à double vitrage



II. •



•



Facts on Energy: •



• •



•



In America, burning coal releases more CO2 in the air than all cars and trucks combined. The world’s oil reserves will last until 2052 and gas reserves will last until 2065. From 2008 to 2030, world energy consumption is expected to increase by, at least, 55%. If a person yelled for 8 years, 7 months, and 6 days, he or she would produce enough energy to heat one cup of coffee.



•



III. •



• •



Industrial Revolution Thanks to the development in the energy sector, mankind was thrusted towards an efficient and powerful era of industrialization Electricity for everyone has increased the energy demand whilst also reducing reliance on coal It also leads to a rise of carbon dioxide emissions and causes, as an example, the Great Smog of London in 1952 Difficulties Due to the development of energy, the emission of greenhouse gasses increases too Nuclear energy produces some nuclear waste than are hard to store. Nuclear energy is also dangerous and, like in Chernobyl or Fukushima, nuclear explosions can happen Fossil fuel are finite, and their depletion is a problem. Their shortage will leave a gap of energy to fill Future prospects Humanity needs to develop and improve their means to create renewable energy such as solar panels The development of nuclear reactors based on nuclear fusion Create solutions to stop overconsumption and waste of energy
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